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The value of Privilege system is to protect some social relationship by 
keeping the secrets. The lawyer and client privilege does not make an 
exception. The client who is inexperienced in the law will tell his or her 
lawyer the whole situation of the case rested on the trust in the lawyer, hoping 
a good judge with the help of the lawyer. Meanwhile, the lawyer can offer 
professional suggestions and service to the client and come up with different 
facts materials and advises in a specific case. Thus, a fair judge will be insured 
by the court. The existance of this mode is encouraged by a normal society. 
Otherwise, in the time of transition of our country, trust is not hermitted and 
developed but lost in many areas. In the situation of the trust lost in our social 
life, the lawyer-client Privilege will supply a possible way for establishing this 
kind of relationship.  
The whole paper is divided into three parts, excepting the introduction 
and the epilogue. 
The first part of this thesis is a fundamental introduction of the 
lawyer-client Privilege. Based on the definition of the concept of the privilege, 
this thesis retrospects the headstream of this system and summarizes all kinds 
of argues this system has been through. By inspecting the development and 
transition of this system, this part is aimed to explain the value fundament and 
the mind change. And by comparing the arguements of the backers and the 
protesters, the original intention and value idea of establishing this system is 
fully explained. 
The second part of this thesis is to inspect the lawyer-client Privilege of 
the foreign countries. The main content of this section introduces the legal 
profession privilege from the common law and the lawyer's right of reject to 
give evidence from the civil law and compares the same and different points 















countries of the common law and the civil law accumulated abundant theories 
and practice in the development of the lawyer-client Privilege. All this can 
settle a substantial fundament for us to bring in this system. 
The third part of this thesis is to establish our country's lawyer-client 
Privilege. By groping the history of the trail of the lawyer-client Privilege in 
our country and depending on the operation a fundamental elements from 
foreign counties, this thesis specifically analyses the necessities and the 
obstructions in bringing in this system and explicitly supplies the measures 
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产生于 16 世纪。乔森那·奥本在《法律职业特权》一书中引证了从 1569
年到 1589 年之间的许多案例，从这些案例可以看出，律师实际上并不享
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